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France’s Socialist Party Cracks Down on Protests
against Police Murder of 21-year-old Ecological
Activist Rémi Fraisse
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The Socialist Party (PS) government is launching a violent crackdown on protests that have
spread across France against the police murder of Rémi Fraisse, a 21-year-old ecological
activist, at a protest against the building of a dam at Sivens in the Tarn area of southern
France on October 26.

Fraisse, a peaceful protester, was killed on the sidelines of clashes in the early morning
between police and members of the reactionary Black Bloc anarchist group, which is heavily
penetrated by police provocateurs and regularly stages battles with police. While Interior
Minister Bernard Cazeneuve immediately accused protesters of “exploiting” Fraisse’s death,
autopsy results showed that Fraisse was killed by fragments of a concussion grenade fired
by riot police.

At one point, according to a friend who was with Fraisse before he was killed, “I saw him get
up all of a sudden and say ‘Come on, let’s go.’ He began to run ahead. He had nothing to
protect himself with, and he had not realized what he was facing. The cops fired a volley of
shots, I threw myself to the side to take cover. When I turned around, Rémi was not there
anymore.”

Protests rapidly spread against the murder of Fraisse and the PS government’s use of deadly
weapons against unarmed protesters. They were met by escalating repression by police.

Though Cazeneuve announced an end to the use of concussion grenades against protesters
amid  calls  for  his  resignation,  police  are  continuing  to  deploy  deadly  weapons  and
overwhelming force at protests against the killing of Fraisse. Cazeneuve has not suspended
the policeman who fired the grenade at Fraisse.

On November 1, riot police attacked protests in Dijon, Nantes and Toulouse. Six people were
wounded in Nantes, including three protesters beaten and injured by grenade fragments, a
policeman who suffered acid burns to the hand, and one protester whose nose was torn off
by a rubber bullet shot to the head. Thirteen people were arrested in Toulouse and 21 in
Nantes.

Police have consistently used violence by small minorities of protesters as a pretext to
violently attack protests. Chloé, who joined the protest in Toulouse, told RFI radio: “There
were attacks by demonstrators, but it was not at all on equal terms. Demonstrators had
small  rocks,  and  on  the  other  side  they  were  firing  grenades  that  go  off  and  burn  your
hands.  My  foot  was  burned,  but  it  was  nothing  compared  to  some  other  people.”
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She  added,  “The  violence  of  the  police  is  much  more  aggressive  than  that  of  the
demonstrators. It is too bad that we cannot establish a true dialogue, because there is no
dialogue  there,  it’s  just  explosives  going  off  in  all  directions  with  helicopters  flying
overhead.”

On Sunday, thousands of riot police were mobilized in Paris for a crackdown and mass
arrests  at  a  protest  at  Stalingrad  Square  that  was  banned  by  the  PS  government.
Approximately 300 people defied the ban. Ultimately, police arrested 78 people.

“They are attacking us with batons and projectiles,” 19-year-old student Sandrine Bisset told
the British Daily Mail. “The CRS riot police act like thugs, if they see the slightest sign of
trouble, they just attack everyone.”

Pseudo-left groups supporting the PS backed an alternate, legal demonstration in Paris,
where a few hundred people gathered near the Eiffel Tower. The Pabloite New Anti-capitalist
Party (NPA), which had originally called for protesters to join the Stalingrad protest, joined
the Eiffel Tower protest instead. There, its members rubbed shoulders with Left Front leader
Jean-Luc Mélenchon and the ex-Pabloite and former Le Monde editor Edwy Plenel.

Europe-Ecology-The  Greens  (EELV)  officials  posted  statements  on  their  Twitter  feeds
criticizing the protests as violent, though EELV leader and former PS government minister
Cécile Duflot had initially laid blame for the killing partially on Prime Minister Manuel Valls.

“In September, the prime minister went to the Tarn region to say ‘We held on at Sivens,’
with a martial tone and his usual capacity to overplay his authority. I think this statement by
Manuel Valls, while experts were still working on a report, made the situation more tense,”
she told Le Monde .

Figures  from  across  the  rest  of  the  spectrum  of  French  bourgeois  politics  virulently
denounced  the  protests.  Former  prime  minister  Jean-Marc  Ayrault  of  the  PS  issued  a
statement to “condemn with the greatest firmness the deliberate violence of radical groups
that have only one enemy, democracy.”

Neo-fascist National Front (FN) leader Marine Le Pen posted a statement on Twitter asking
Cazeneuve: “Nantes, Toulouse, when will impunity end for far-left thugs?”

The police murder of Fraisse and the PS’s savage crackdown on the ensuing protests testify
to the advanced state of decay of French democracy. Discredited and unpopular due to its
wars and attacks on workers’ living standards, the PS government has resorted to law-and-
order rhetoric and cultivated the police as its social base, with President François Hollande
naming Valls, a former interior minister, as prime minister in April.

Over the past year, Hollande has predictably kept sinking to historically unprecedented
levels of unpopularity. A poll this summer found that Hollande had only 13 percent approval
ratings. Now, with 5 million Frenchmen unemployed or underemployed, an Odaxa poll found
that only 3 percent of the population supports his jobs policy; 71 percent of the population
wants Hollande to leave office before his term expires in 2017.

The bans against protests against Fraisse’s murder comes after Hollande banned protests
this summer against Israel’s brutal assault on Gaza that killed more than 2,000 Palestinians.

The French ruling class is proving utterly bankrupt. As popular discontent now mounts with
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police brutality, the PS has nothing to offer but a policy of crushing protests outright through
bans, violent crackdowns and mass arrests.

Above all, these events testify to the politically reactionary role of the pseudo-left parties
who supported Hollande’s  election in  2012,  calling for  a  PS vote in  the run-off against  the
right-wing incumbent, Nicolas Sarkozy. Mélenchon and the NPA justified their support for the
reactionary Hollande administration by claiming it would be easier to “pressure” Hollande
with street protests in order to compel him to carry out “left” policies (see “France’s New
Anti-capitalist Party backs Socialist Party candidate in May 6 run-off”).

This was a political lie. It is now widely recognized that Hollande’s policies are even more
savagely reactionary than those of Sarkozy, while the pseudo-left forces and allied union
officials—having  done  nothing  to  mobilize  the  working  class  against  the  PS—are  now
scheduling  their  pro  forma  protests  in  line  with  the  demands  of  Valls’s  police.
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